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When it comes to getting things done on a mobile phone, you can never be fast enough. There have been so many changes to the Android kernel over the years, however, that you may have missed a few ways that you can make things faster or more efficient right now. Answering phone
calls with canned messages Is one of those features that we all know exists, but many of us forget because we don't tend to study the user interface when we get a phone call. However, most Android phones have the ability to send a ready-made text message to the person calling you
when you can't speak. In an Android warehouse, you can do this by swiping up when you get a call, rather than left or right. Then you just choose any of the preliminary messages and your phone will automatically respond with that message to the person calling. Go to App Info by dragging
icons to your home screenIt's another trick that's easiest to stock in Android. If you need to go to the app settings, go to the app drawer, drag the icon to the home screen and you should see App Info appear at the top. Drag the icon to this and release it. This will go straight to the recording
of this app in the Settings app. Some skinned versions of Android don't support this, but many custom launchers do. If your phone doesn't support it and you want a launcher that does, Nova Launcher is our choice. Call, text, or go to your contacts' address by clicking their PhotoThis feature
so old that many Android users may never have known that it was lurking there the whole time. In many Android apps, including set, contacts, Gmail, Messages and more, you'll see a small arrow in the corner of the contact image. This means that you can touch their photos and quickly go
to all the different ways you can connect with them. If you have the address information stored, you can even easily open Google Navigation to your home. This is one of those features that rewards those who keep their contacts in order, so if you have a mess, it may be helpful to do some
spring cleaning and join all these duplicate entries. Add contact, bookmark, or referral widgets to common tasksIf you want to take the last tip one step further, you can add contact widgets to your home screen. 1x1 contact widgets can also be added to the folder, so you can connect with all
your loved ones through any environment in just a couple of taps. You can also create bookmark-sized widgets, frequent navigation requests, Google Drive files, Dropbox folders, Gmail tags, settings spoofing, and more. If you Android veteran, you may know this feature better as a short
way. Some phones still label it as such and hide them under different categories, but overall Google seems to be steering the tongue away from the shortcuts and just lumps them all together like widgets. Use the Android keyboard as a Text ExpanderText extension not just desktop. In
Android, you can create shortcuts in a custom dictionary that function as text extenders. This can work for everything from turning lh into a Lifehacker or I into your email address. There are a few places where auto-wrap is disabled and the shortcuts won't work, but in most cases, you can
do a short job of long phrases. Android: There have already been some pretty great applications for text extension for Android. However, if... Read moreUse pronouns and Good, Google's Voice SearchThis one is pretty new, so you'll be forgiven for not realizing that it was there. However,
Google has started rolling out some improvements for search on Android. First, you've always been able to call a voice search in Google Now with Good, Google Hot Word. Now, it works even when you look at search results. Let's say you want to know who's playing second fiddle to Clark
Gregg in this new Marvel show. Okay, Google. Who plays SHIELD Agents? Google will respond by scrolling through the list of actors. Now you're curious when you can watch it. Okay, Google. When does this happen? Google knows from your previous search that this applies to show
Agents of SHIELD and will be looking for what you are looking for. Being able to continue using voice actions without touching your phone is an added bonus. Find the app you're looking for with Intitle: Operator It's no secret that the Play Store is full of a lot of garbage. Google has improved
search results a bit in recent years, but it can still be a pain to find a specific app. Fortunately, you can use a familiar intitle: a search operator to narrow down the results. You can also use allintitle: to search for multiple words at the same time. Android 7.1 Developer Preview 1 is here, and
one of the most exciting new features it brings is app shortcuts. The feature has been in the works for months, but now it looks like Google is finally ready to release it to the public. Assuming that nothing goes terribly awry during beta testing, developers are likely to start integrating shortcuts
into their apps from December, when Android 7.1 is expected to hit a stable channel. Some of Google's own apps already have app shortcuts, and if you run Android 7.1 and launcher Google Now on nexus 6P, Nexus 5X or Pixel C, you can try them out right now. Just a long tap on the app
icon - either on the home screen or in the app drawer - to see if it offers app shortcuts. The idea behind application shortcuts is to provide quick access to a variety of commonly used activities. So instead of opening the app and moving to the right place in the interface, users can just press
the icon for a long time and go straight to the desired action. It's kind of like the right click menu on Windows and exactly how the feature works on Apple devices. All the apps we've found so far to show shortcuts, unsurprisingly, unsurprisingly, by Google. Not every Google app has shortcuts
right now, but you can expect more to be updated in the coming weeks. While most of the actions are strictly utilitarian (create contact, navigation home), there are also a few fun touches. For example, Google Photos has the option I feel lucky to take you on a random day in the image
archive. Hope you rediscover some interesting memories. Here are some shortcuts we've noticed so far: Phone (dialer)Messenger (SMS)New conversationLast used contacts (dynamically generated)ChromeGmailPhotosI'm feeling lucky to spaceClockStart screen screensaverStart
stopwatchCreate new timer To create a new alarmDriveMapsNavigate to your set locations (for example. Work, Home)SettingsCameraTake videoTake selfieYouTubeTrendingSubscriptionsSearchContactsPlay MusicRecent Activity I feel luckyPlay Books there are several important Google
apps that do not offer app shortcuts right now, including Hangouts, Google Plus, Translation, and Play Store app. Perhaps the coolest thing about app labels is that you can copy action labels from the long-press menu and turn them into standalone labels that live on the homescreen. Just
drag and throw them to do it. For example, you can create shortcuts for your favorite contact, battery settings, or home route in Google Maps. This was possible before with widgets and some launchers, but now Google is making the process much easier. Right now, app shortcuts are still a
little underwhelming, but once again developers take it - and come up with creative ways to use them - they could provide some real value to users. The feature can even be used in conjunction with a power sensitive screen that will see Android catch up with iOS for that matter. Let us know
your thoughts. If you find yourself typing the same email address, phrase or sentence over and over again, stop - there's an easier way! By adding a quick text label to your Android phone's personal dictionary, you can enter the full offer in just a few letters. You may not be able to think
about some things that you enter repeatedly, but if you pay a little attention, you will definitely find some models. Text labels can be super useful in a variety of situations: Email Email Names/Addresses/Phone Numbers Common Phrases: I'll call you in a second, Where are you?, Lunch
today? Complex characters or emoticons (like ಠ-ಠ) Sound good? Here's how to do it. To get started, you first need to go to the phone settings menu. Pull down the notification shade and tap the cog icon, or open the app drawer and find Settings. From there, scroll down until you'll see
languages and input (or something like that). In the Languages and Input menu, select the Personal Dictionary option. Here you can add custom bits Clicking the plus sign in the top right corner. Use the Shortcut box to add a shortcut to the words of the text. Boom, that's it! Now that you
enter the shortcut, the text version you typed will be revealed as a sentence - it won't automatically replace the text in most cases, so you'll have to click on the offer. It's worth noting that, depending on which keyboard you use as the default keyboard, this setup may or may not actually work
the way you want. For example, Google Keyboard will refer to this option, so any shortcuts you add will appear. But if you use something like SwiftKey, it won't work. Bummer. Android devices are very customizable and multi-amable, but some of the best time-saving shortcuts in Android are
hidden. Here's how to find these features to make quick photos, send texts, and call without fumbling on the list of apps. You'll also find tips to make your Android experience effective with Google Assistant and voice commands. The directions below should apply no matter who made your
Android phone: Samsung, Google, Huawei, Xiaomi, etc. If you only have a fraction of a second to run your smartphone camera and capture a photo, there is a shortcut that will quickly open the camera. On many Android smartphones, double-click the Power or Home button. This label
should work on most new Android devices. To launch the camera on many Motorola smartphones, turn on the gestures on your phone and then twist your wrist. Lifewire If your smartphone is running Android Marshmallow or later, run the camera with a lock screen. Tap, hold and swipe the
camera icon and attach the photo without unlocking the phone. When the camera app is closed, the phone displays the lock screen. No one sees your personal information or compromises your device. When you're comfortable at home or at work or anywhere you don't feel the need to
lock, use Google Smart Lock. With Smart Lock, the device can be unlocked when it's in a safe place, paired with a reliable device such as a smart watch, or recognizes your voice. You can also use this feature to save passwords. Android has several gesture control options that vary
depending on the device and operating system. In the Android warehouse, which includes all Pixel and Nexus devices and many third-party flagship smartphones, use one finger to swipe down to see notifications, then swipe down a second time to view quick settings such as Wi-Fi,
Bluetooth and airplane mode. If your phone runs Android Nougam (7.0) or later, quickly switch between the two apps using the Review button, which is next to the Home buttons Back. Click the Review button once to show your open apps. Tap the Review button twice to see the previous
app you used; this makes it easy to switch between two apps. If you need more multitasking, click and hold the Review button to use split-screen mode. Split-screen. Android 9.0 Pie introduces a setting that removes the Review button in favor of a swipe-up gesture that displays all open
apps. You can also swipe up twice to open the app drawer. Phones with Android 7.1 or later displaying app shortcuts in the same way that a right tap on a PC displays a menu of options. Click and hold an app that supports this feature to display a list of shortcuts. For example, the Gmail
app shows a list of accounts connected to the device, a compilation button, and a widget menu. Devices that run Marshmallow and then search function in the app drawer. On earlier versions of Android, double-click the box icon to start searching for apps. The box icon is at the bottom of
the screen, above the Home button. To update a website, social media page, or other content, pull down on the screen. There's also a gesture to find information about any app, such as the amount of storage and data it uses, app notification settings, and permissions. Go to the app drawer,
click and hold the app icon, and then click the App Info button to open the settings page for the app. The widgets add a shortcut function to Android. For example, use built-in widgets to create widgets and contact widgets for your favorite people. To create a widget, tap and hold the home
screen, and then select the widgets. You'll find widgets that automate routine and frequent tasks: The Contacts widget automatically dials the call of the chosen contact. The Chrome widget places a window on the screen that contains a list of Chrome bookmarks. The Gmail app shows the
selected Gmail email folder in the window with a changing size. Android also has accessibility features. To set up these settings, go to the phone set settings and select the answers and call ending. Then click the Power button to disable the call and click Home to answer the call. Most new
Android smartphones support Google Assistant. To Google Assistant OK Google commands on any screen, open the Google search app, select settings and then choose the voice. On the Voice screen, select GOOGLE OK and turn on Google Assistant. You have the option to use Google
Assistant when the screen is on and when the phone is locked. Use Google Assistant to search the web for information and answer your questions. Use voice commands to send a text message to a friend, set up a reminder or appointment, make a phone call, or find directions on Google
Maps. Voice commands are convenient when you need a loud solution while driving, but it's also handy when you don't want to print. Input.
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